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Amethodology is presented that exploits both data-assimilation techniques and resolvent analysis for reconstructing

turbulent flows, containing organized structures, with an efficient set ofmeasurements. Themean (time-averaged) flow is

obtained using variational data-assimilation that minimizes the discrepancy between a limited set of flowmeasurements,

generally from an experiment, and a numerical simulation of the Navier–Stokes equations. The fluctuations are educed

from resolvent analysis and time-resolved data at a single point in the flow. Resolvent analysis also guides where

measurements of the mean and fluctuating quantities are needed for efficient reconstruction of a simple example case

study: flowaroundacircular cylinderat aReynoldsnumberofRe � 100. For this flow, resolvent analysis reveals that the
leading singular value,most amplifiedmodes, and themean profile for 47 < Re < 320 scalewith the shedding frequency
and length of the recirculation bubble. A relationship between these two parameters reinforces the notion that a wave

maker, forwhich the length scaleswith the recirculationbubble, determines the frequencyandregionwhere an instability

mechanism is active. The procedure offers away to choose sensor locations that capture themain coherent structures of a

flow and a method for computing mean pressure by using correctly weighted resolvent modes.

Nomenclature

a = acceleration of vortex
B = mass matrix
b = half-velocity defect
C = operator mapping full state to velocity space
CPb = base pressure coefficient
D = cylinder diameter
E = discrepancy functional
f = mean momentum forcing
f s = solenoidal component of mean momentum forcing
g = acceleration due to gravity
H = resolvent operator
L = length of pendulum
L = linear Navier–Stokes operator
L = Lagrangian functional
lm = recirculation bubble length
M = measurement subspace
M = projection operator that maps numerical data to

measurement subspace
m = available measurements
N = number of points in the numerical domain
p = pressure

R = Reynolds stress tensor
Re = Reynolds number; U∞D∕ν
St = Strouhal number; ωD∕U∞
Uc = vortex convection velocity
U∞ = inlet velocity
u = velocity vector
W = wave maker region
w = weight of a measurement point
xr = location of the edge of the recirculation bubble
δ = wavelength of resolvent mode
ζ = absolute value of a quantity of interest (for example, the

wave maker) for point weighting
λ = least stable eigenvalue of the linearized Navier–Stokes

operator
ν = kinematic viscosity
ξ = scalar potential for the irrotational component of f
σ = singular value of the resolvent operator
ϕ̂ = right singular vector of H or resolvent forcing mode
χ = complex amplitude of a resolvent mode; σχ
χ = nonlinear weight of a resolvent mode
ψ̂ = left singular vector of H or resolvent response mode
ω = temporal frequency

Subscripts

A = cost function depending on velocity
B = cost function depending on velocity and pressure
b = quantity at the base of the cylinder
i = initial value
s = shedding frequency
t = final value
0 = base flow quantity

Superscripts

† = adjoint quantity
� = complex conjugate
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I. Introduction

A GROWING number of studies [1–7] has used the resolvent
framework of McKeon and Sharma [8] to obtain approximate

reconstructions of statistically stationary flows. The methodology
requires two inputs: the mean velocity profile, and a single time-
resolved probe. The mean profile is used as an input to resolvent
analysis, which recasts the Navier–Stokes equations (NSEs) as a
closed-loop system. The linear dynamics constitute a directional
amplifier that is forced by the nonlinear interactions of velocity
modes. A singular value decomposition of the resolvent operator
reveals the dominant coherent structures, or modes, in the flow and
their frequencies. The time-resolved probe is used to determine the
amplitude and phase, or complex weight, of these modes; although,
this may not be necessary for some flows, such as exact coherent
states in Couette flow [9], which can be closed offline. The nature of
the inputs makes this procedure appealing because the mean profile
can be obtained without time-resolved measurements. It is also
shown, in this paper, that only a sparse approximation of the mean
profile is necessary, which reduces the number of measurements
needed to glean a significant amount of information about the flow.
Figure 1 summarizes the flow reconstruction procedure, first

developed by Gómez et al. [1] and Beneddine et al. [3], which will be
expanded upon in this paper. As mentioned earlier, the mean profile
and a single time-resolved probe are the necessary measurements.
Because the mean may lack resolution or field of view requirements
for resolvent analysis, we can employ data-assimilation [10], a
technique whereby experimental measurements are merged with
computational fluid dynamics [11], to fill in missing data. Data-
assimilation can be traced back to meteorology [12] and has since
been extended to the NSEs using a variational approach [13–15]
where, similar to optimal control, the objective is to minimize a cost
functional. The framework of Foures et al. [15] relied on non-time-
resolved measurements from direct numerical simulation (DNS) to
assimilate the mean flow around a circular cylinder using the
Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations. Symon et al.
[16] developed it further for experimental data by implementing the
algorithm for the mean flow around an idealized airfoil at a chord-
based Reynolds number of Rec � 13;500.
The second step in Fig. 1 is to data-assimilate the mean using the

algorithm developed by Foures et al. [15]. Without mean pressure
data, only the solenoidal component of the forcing to the mean
momentum equations can be recovered. The irrotational component
is lumped into the mean pressure gradient term, which prevents
recovery of the mean pressure field. In this paper, the algorithm is
extended to include pressure discrepancy measurements and
determine where in the flow they have the greatest impact. Recent
studies (e.g., Refs. [17–19]) have investigated optimal placement of
sensors for flow reconstruction.One of the goals here is to identify the

domain where measurements are needed for successful data-
assimilation of the mean flow. The quality of the reconstruction is
assessed by comparing the mean forcings identified by the
optimization to their counterparts from DNS. Flow around a circular
cylinder at a Reynolds number of Re � 100 is chosen to investigate
measurements for data-assimilation. The results of Mantič-Lugo
et al. [20] are the motivation for choosing a Reynolds number lower
than Foures et al. [15], where Re � 150, because it is possible to
obtain a self-consistent model that predicts the amplitude of the most
unstable eigenmode in the flow. We draw connections between this
approach and the effect of data-assimilation in Sec. IV.
The steady cylinder wake becomes unstable at a critical Reynolds

number of Re � 47 [21–23], resulting in the von Kármán vortex
street. Step 3 in Fig. 1 is to perform a resolvent analysis on the mean
wake which, as shown by Symon et al. [24], indicates that the
globally most amplified mode occurs at the shedding frequency and
captures the vortex street. This matches the results of Barkley [25],
who determined that a stability analysis of the mean flow could
identify the frequency of the vortex shedding, which becomes
unstable to three-dimensional perturbations at Re � 189 [26].
Leontini et al. [27] demonstrated that a global stability analysis of the
span-averaged wake continues to identify the shedding frequency.
Resolvent analysis thus assists in choosing and weighting
measurement points because it identifies the scaling behavior of
the resolvent and mean profile for 60 < Re < 320 and explains how
the dominant amplifications are sustained by nonlinear interactions.
Finally, it is demonstrated how the calibrated resolvent modes from
step 4 can be used to approximate themean pressure in step 5without
any a priori knowledge of the mean pressure field. Even though the
input measurements for the reconstruction procedure are from
simulation data, the methodology outlined in Fig. 1 can also be
applied to experimental data (see Ref. [7]).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes

the direct numerical simulations, the RANS simulations, the data-
assimilationmethod, and the resolvent analysis of themean flow. The
framework of Foures et al. [15] is updated to include mean pressure
measurements in addition tomeanvelocitymeasurements. In Sec. III,
the DNS results are validated against well-known results in the
literature. In Sec. IV, we compare data-assimilation of the mean flow
using velocity-only measurements with data-assimilation using
velocity and pressure measurements. In Sec. V, the scaling of the
mean profile and most amplified resolvent mode help identify where
experimental measurements are critical to the success of the data-
assimilation. We also identify a link between the size of the wave
maker, which scales with the mean recirculation length, to the
shedding frequency. These results help guide how to truncate the
measurement domain in Sec. VI without sacrificing the quality of
mean flow reconstruction, and we conclude by commenting on
application to higher-Reynolds-number flows in Sec. VII.

II. Approach

A. Direct Numerical Simulation

The flow around a circular cylinder is governed by the
incompressible Navier–Stokes equations, which are nondimension-
alized by the cylinder diameter D and inlet velocity U∞:

∂tu� u ⋅ ∇u � −∇p� Re−1∇2u (1a)

∇ ⋅ u � 0 (1b)

The states u and p are the velocity and pressure, and Re is the
Reynolds number based on D and U∞. Both two- and three-
dimensional simulations are performed for 60 < Re < 190 and
190 ≤ Re ≤ 320, respectively, because the flow becomes unstable to
three-dimensional perturbations at Re � 189 [26]. For all
simulations, a uniform inlet velocity condition is prescribed. No-
slip Dirichlet boundary conditions are applied to the cylinder surface,

Fig. 1 Outline of the flow reconstruction procedure based on the works
of Gómez et al. [1] and Beneddine et al. [3].
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symmetric conditions are applied to the upper and lower boundaries,
and advective conditions are applied to the outlet.
The two-dimensional simulations are realized in FreeFem++ [28]

using the same mesh and discretizations as those in Ref. [24]. The
simulations are averaged in time over 25 vortex shedding cycles once
the flow achieves a steady limit cycle state. Three-dimensional
simulations are performed using the spectral-element/Fourier solver
of Ref. [29] for 190 ≤ Re ≤ 320. The code uses a spectral-element
method for the spatial differencing in the cylinder plane and a Fourier
decomposition for the spatial differencing in the spanwise direction.
The domain has a blockage ratio of 4% with the upstream and side
boundaries located 12D from the center of the cylinder and the
outflow positioned 25D downstream of the cylinder. The spanwise
extent is 12D, and 48 Fourier planes are used. The mesh consists of
196 spectral elements and seventh-order Lagrangian interpolating
polynomials. The flow is averaged in the spanwise direction once the
flow has reached an asymptotic state. It is then averaged in time over
about 60 shedding cycles because the flow is quasi periodic.
The mean profiles obtained from DNS are considered to be the

“truth” to which we can compare the data-assimilation results. They
are also the source of “limited” measurement points in Secs. IV and
VI to the data-assimilation algorithm. How these points are chosen
and which states should be measured (i.e., velocity and/or pressure)
are discussed in Secs. IV–VI.

B. RANS Simulation

The mean flow obeys the incompressible RANS equations:

u ⋅ ∇u� ∇p − Re−1∇2u � f (2a)

∇ ⋅ u � 0 (2b)

where an overbar denotes a time average, and f can be written as

f � −∇ ⋅ R; Rij � u 0
i u

0
j (3)

The quantityR is the Reynolds stress tensor, the divergence of which
forces the mean momentum equations. The true f is computed from
theDNS snapshots. In the data-assimilation algorithm, only themean
velocity field is known a priori; so, f � 0 is used as an initial guess,
and Eq. (2) is solved using a Newton–Raphson method [16].

C. Data-Assimilation

The data-assimilation procedure begins by comparing a subset of
DNS measurements to the prediction made by the RANS model. A
Lagrangian functionalL penalizes the discrepancy between themand
is used to derive the equations that determine how to iteratively
update f in order to minimize this discrepancy:

L�f ;u;p;u†;p†� � E�u;p� − hu†;u ⋅ ∇u� ∇p − Re−1∇2u − fi
− hp†;∇ ⋅ ui

(4)

where h⋅;⋅i is the spatial scalar product

ha;bi �
Z
Ω
a ⋅ b dΩ (5)

witha andb being functions of space. The first termon the right-hand
side of Eq. (4) is the discrepancy between the measurements from the
true mean field and the assimilated field. We modify the cost
functional introduced inRef. [15], which is here denoted asE 0

A, where

E 0
A�u� �

1

2
km −M�u�k2M (6)

to include pressure via E 0
B:

E 0
B�u;p� �

1

2
km −M�u;p�k2M (7)

The quantity m incorporates available measurements, and the
operator M projects the numerical data onto the measurement
subspace M. The final values of the cost functional, denoted by the
superscript t, are further normalized by their initial values, denoted by
the superscript i, such that

EA�u� � E 0t
A∕E 0i

A (8)

EB�u;p� � E 0t
B∕E 0i

B (9)

To minimize L, the first variations with respect to each dependent
variable are set to zero. The first variation with respect to the adjoint
state variables yields the incompressible RANS equations, which are
constraints to the optimization problem. The first variation with
respect to f reveals how to update the forcing:

∇fE � u† (10)

Finally, the adjoint RANS equations are derived by obtaining the first
variation with respect to the forward state variables:

−u ⋅ ∇u† � u† ⋅ ∇uT − ∇p† − Re−1∇2u† � δE
δu

(11a)

∇ ⋅ u† � δE
δp

(11b)

The forcing term on the right-hand side of Eq. (11b) is the only term
that is different from Foures et al. [15], where the adjoint velocity is
constrained to be divergence free. The reconstructed forcing is
consequently not limited to the solenoidal component. Performing a
Helmholtz decomposition on f yields the following:

f � ∇ξ� f s (12)

where∇ξ represents the divergence or irrotational component, and f s

is the solenoidal or rotational component.When only f s is recovered,
the rotational part∇ξ is lumped in with the mean pressure term in the
RANS equations:

u ⋅ ∇u� ∇�p − ξ� � Re−1∇2u � f s (13)

The full f , which appears in Eq. (2a), can be retained by
incorporating pressure measurements into the data-assimilation
algorithm.
Table 1 summarizes the various cases that are considered in the

study. In Sec. IV, we discuss cases 1A and 1B, where measurements
are known in the full domain of the DNS. In Sec. VI, the optimal
placement of velocity and pressure measurements is assessed. Cases
2A–6B limit themeasurement domain, which implies that the forcing
to the adjoint RANS equations is zerowhere the flow is notmeasured.
Finally, themeasurement points areweighted to stress the underlying
physics of the flow in cases 7–9 to assess whether this affects the
algorithm’s performance.Measurementsmay also beweighted less if
they are more susceptible to noise contamination, for example. The
weight for any point is given by the following:

w � 1� 2
ζ

max�ζ� (14)

where ζ is the absolute value of some quantity of interest such as the
wave maker (see Sec. V). Points far away from these regions are
therefore still assigned a weight of at least unity. The multiplicative
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factor of two in Eq. (14) is a compromise between emphasizing

important flow physics without drowning out the contributions from

other regions in the domain. A factor of five, for example, leads to

poorer convergence, whereas a factor of one mitigates the benefit of

weighting.

D. Resolvent Analysis

The resolvent operator is derived by Reynolds decomposing the

velocity field of Eq. (1) into a mean and fluctuating component

(denoted by a prime) u � u� u 0. Time averaging this equation

results in Eq. (2) that, when subtracted from Eq. (1), yields the

equations for the fluctuations:

∂tu 0 � u ⋅ ∇u 0 � u 0 ⋅ ∇u� ∇p 0 − Re−1∇2u 0

� −u 0 ⋅ ∇u 0 � u 0 ⋅ ∇u 0 (15a)

∇ ⋅ u 0 � 0 (15b)

Setting −u 0 ⋅ ∇u 0 � u 0 ⋅ ∇u 0 � f 0 and treating f 0 as an unknown

harmonic forcing f 0 � f̂eiωt implies that the velocity response will

also be harmonic (i.e., u 0 � ûeiωt) due to linearity. Substituting these
forms into Eq. (15a) and rearranging terms yields the following:

û � CT�iωB − L�−1Cf̂ � H�ω�f̂ (16)

where H�ω� is the resolvent operator, C � �1 0�T , and B � CCT .

The operator C converts between the velocity subspace (there are no

terms that are nonlinear with respect to pressure) to the full-state

space. The numerical discretization of matrix A � iωB −L is

sparse, and the linear Navier–Stokes (LNS) operator L has the

following form:

L �
�
−u ⋅ ∇�� − �� ⋅ ∇u� Re−1∇2�� −∇��

∇ ⋅ �� 0

�
(17)

The linear operators for resolvent analysis are formed in FreeFem+

+ using P2 and P1 Taylor–Hood finite elements for velocity and

pressure, respectively. The equations are recast into weak form, and

the singular values are computed by reformulating the singular value

decomposition as an eigenvalue problem:

H��ω�H�ω�ϕ̂j � σ2j ϕ̂j (18)

where ϕ̂j is the jth singular vector, or resolvent forcingmode, with an

associated gain of σj. The resolvent response modes ψ̂j can be

computed by finding the largest eigenvalues of H��ω�H�ω� (see

Ref. [30] for details) such that

H�ω� �
X∞
j�1

ψ̂jσjϕ̂
�
j (19)

The method solves for the largest eigenvalues of H��ω�H�ω�
using a Krylov method to extract the eigenvalues of largest
magnitude. In the present case, the Arnoldi Package library [31] is
used and thematrix inverses ofH�ω� andH��ω� are obtained using a
direct sparse lower–upper solver with the MUltifrontal Massively
Parallel sparse direct Solver library [32]. Because finite elements are
used, the Jacobian matrices are sparse and can be computed
explicitly. The choice of ω is arbitrary; although, for the flows
considered in this study, the frequency where the resolvent norm, or
largest singular value σ1, peaks corresponds to the least stable
eigenvalue of the LNS operator and can be computed from an
eigenanalysis (see Ref. [24]). The most amplified resolvent response
modes give insight into the dominant physical mechanisms of the
flow. Their structure, therefore, is likely to identify locations where
the fluctuations are strong and lead to the formation of Reynolds
stresses; this guides the choice of domain and point weighting
in Sec. VI.

E. Weight Calibration

The weight of a response mode is determined by computing the
projection of the nonlinear forcing onto the resolvent forcing mode:

û�ω� �
X
j

ψ̂j�ω�σj�ω�hf̂�ω�;ϕ̂j�ω�i �
X
j

ψ̂j�ω�σj�ω�χj�ω�

(20)

where χj�ω� is theweight associatedwith the jth responsemode [33].
Because the first singular value ismuch larger than the second one for
cylinder flow (see Ref. [24]), the weights of the first resolvent
response modes (j � 1) are computed without knowledge of the
nonlinear term. Instead, we follow Refs. [1,3], where time-resolved
knowledge of the velocity fluctuations at a single point x0 is used to
determine the complex amplitude χ1, which is defined as

χ1�ω� � σ1�ω�χ1�ω� (21)

The final expression for the velocity fluctuations at a given
frequency is

û�ω� ≈ χ1�ω�ψ̂1�ω� (22)

Equation (22) can be applicable to more complex flows (e.g.,
Ref. [3]) but is not for frequencies where σ1 ≈ σ2 because multiple
modes are required to reconstruct the fluctuations. Because the
resolvent operator tends to be low rank at energetic frequencies (e.g.,
Ref. [34]), we discard frequencies where this is not the case.
The vertical velocity v is chosen over the streamwise velocity u

because the former can more easily identify the frequency content of

Table 1 Domains, numbers andweightings of points, assimilated states, final normalized cost functionals,
and least stable eigenvalues of the various cases studied

Case Domain N Weighting States EA % EB % λ

1A Full 313,048 None u 2.14e − 5 –– 1.81e − 3� 1.02i
1B Full 365,358 None �u, p –– 3.77e − 5 1.76e − 3� 1.02i
2A x ∈ �−2;6� ∪ y ∈ �−2;2� 16,780 None �u 3.29 –– 1.83e − 3� 1.02i
2B x ∈ �−2;6� ∪ y ∈ �−2;2� 19,591 None �u, p –– 4.54 1.28e − 3� 1.02i
3A x ∈ �−1;3� ∪ y ∈ �−2;2� 9,502 None �u 5.05 –– 1.83e − 3� 1.02i
3B x ∈ �−1;3� ∪ y ∈ �−2;2� 11,102 None �u, p –– 6.56 1.63e − 3� 1.02i
4A x ∈ �−1;2� ∪ y ∈ �−2;2� 5,176 None �u 9.73 –– 1.31e − 2� 1.01i
4B x ∈ �−1;2� ∪ y ∈ �−2;2� 6,053 None �u, p –– 10.6 1.08e − 2� 1.01i
5A x ∈ �1;3� ∪ y ∈ �−2;2� 4,976 None �u 5.31 –– 3.52e − 3� 1.02i
5B x ∈ �1;3� ∪ y ∈ �−2;2� 5,815 None �u, p –– 6.9 1.71e − 3� 1.02i
6A x ∈ �2;4� ∪ y ∈ �−2;2� 4,902 None �u 5.31 –– 1.84e − 3� 1.02i
6B x ∈ �2;4� ∪ y ∈ �−2;2� 5,722 None �u, p –– 6.4 1.29e − 3� 1.02i
7 Full 313,048 Wave maker �u 1.79e − 5 –– 1.76e − 3� 1.02i
8 Full 313,048 Response mode �u 1.83e − 5 –– 1.77e − 3� 1.02i
9 Full 313,048 Iterative �u 2.11e − 5 –– 1.75e − 3� 1.02i
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this flow (this choice is likely to be flow specific). The signal is
Fourier transformed in time, yielding ~v�ω;x0�. This complex-valued
function of ω predicts the amplitude of the corresponding resolvent
mode through the following expression:

χ1�ω� � v̂�ω;x0�∕ ~v�ω;x0� (23)

where v̂�ω;x0� is the value of the unscaled resolvent responsemode at
x0. The reader is referred to the works of Towne et al. [6], Rosenberg
[9], and McKeon et al. [33] for other ways to obtain the amplitudes.

F. Mean Pressure Correction

The correctly weighted resolvent response modes can be used to
correct the mean pressure when velocity-only measurements are
available. The forcing to themeanmomentumequation is rewritten as
a sum of resolvent modes:

u ⋅ ∇u� ∇p − Re−1∇2u � −
X
ω

XN
j�1

2Real�χj�ω�ψ̂j�ω�

⋅ χj�−ω�∇ψ̂j�−ω�� (24)

where χj is the amplitude of the jth resolvent response mode
determined using the procedure mentioned earlier. The right-hand
side of Eq. (24) is a sum of triadic interactions where a mode with
frequency ω interacts with its conjugate at frequency −ω to produce
the Reynolds stresses required to sustain the mean profile. The right-
hand side of Eq. (24) consists of both rotational and irrotational
components, unlike the velocity-only data-assimilated forcing,
which is divergence free.
Combining Eqs. (12), (13), and (24) yields an equation for ξ:

∇ξ � −
X
ω

XN
j�1

2Real�χj�ω�ψ̂j�ω� ⋅ χj�−ω�∇ψ̂j�−ω�� − f s (25)

Taking the divergence of Eq. (25), one eliminates f s and obtains a
Poisson equation for ξ:

∇2ξ � −∇ ⋅
�X

ω

XN
j�1

2Real�χj�ω�ψ̂j�ω� ⋅ χj�−ω�∇ψ̂j�−ω��
�

(26)

By recalling that f � −u 0 ⋅ ∇u 0, it can be noted that f should be zero
at the wall and at infinity. By taking the divergence of Eq. (12), one
obtains

∇ ⋅ f � ∇2ξ (27)

In principle, setting fs � 0 at the wall would also imply that
∇ξ � 0 at the wall. Because this boundary condition is not
compatible with the Laplace equation, the Neumann boundary
condition ∂ξ∕∂n � 0 is chosen in partial fulfillment of no slip at the
boundary. In the far field, both f and f s approach zero, and thus
∇ξ → 0 to ensure that ξ → 0. The true pressure field can be recovered
by

p � ξ� ~p (28)

where ~p is the pressure determined by data-assimilation, based solely
on velocity measurements. This is true because it is assumed f s is
approximately equal to the solenoidal forcing stemming from the
data-assimilation procedure (which is not exactly true due to the
mismatch of the boundary condition at the wall; i.e., no slip is not
equivalent to slip).

III. Validation of DNS Results

In this section, we validate the DNS with respect to the literature
and present results that form the truth for the reconstructions that

follow. The shedding frequency ωs has been plotted in Fig. 2

alongside experimental results from Ref. [35]. The agreement in the

two-dimensional regime (Re < 190) is excellent, although there are

minor discrepancies in the three-dimensional regime. The

simulations successfully distinguish between the two modes that

characterize the three-dimensional transition of the flow [36]. Mode

A results in a discontinuous drop of the shedding frequency for

190 ≤ Re < 230 before it reverts back to larger values when mode B

takes over for Re ≥ 240. The globally most amplified frequency

identified by the resolvent is also plotted in Fig. 2, and it agrees well

with the shedding frequency measured directly from the DNS.
To validate the pressure field, we compute the base pressure

coefficient CPb
given by

CPb � −2
�
pb − p∞

ρU2

�
(29)

where pb is the time-averaged pressure at the base of the cylinder, or

x � �0.5;0�. The results are presented in Fig. 3 and are compared to

the experimental results of Williamson and Roshko [37] and the

simulations of Henderson [38]. Good agreement is observed for the

base flow and Reynolds numbers below 260, whereas the DNS

undepredicts CPb for the highest Reynolds numbers considered.
Finally, the mean profile and second-order statistics for Re � 150

are presented in Fig. 4 because the results can be compared directly to

those of Foures et al. [15]. Figure 4a shows contours of the mean

streamwise velocity u, including the u � 0 contour in green. The

length of the recirculation zone agrees with the results of Leontini

Fig. 2 Shedding frequencyωs as a function ofReynolds numberReFast
Fourier transform (FFT).

Fig. 3 Base pressure coefficient CPb as a function of Reynolds number
Re for the mean flow (circles) and the base flow (crosses).
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et al. [27]. The mean pressure p is plotted in Fig. 4b and agrees with
the mean pressure field in the work of Foures et al. [15]. The x and y
components of the (true) mean forcing f [Eq. (3)] are plotted in
Figs. 4c and 4d, respectively. They alsomatch with their counterparts
in the work of Foures et al. [15].

IV. Data-Assimilation Results for Full Domain

A. Comparing Cases with and without Pressure Measurements

Having validated the DNS results with respect to the literature, we
fix the Reynolds number to be Re � 100 and consider cases where
the mean states are known in the whole DNS domain. The first two
cases assume knowledge of the velocity field everywhere in the
domain and full-state knowledge of velocity and pressure everywhere
in the domain. These are denoted as cases 1A and 1B (see Table 1),
respectively, where cost functional A [or Eq. (8)] corresponds to case
1A, and cost functional B [or Eq. (9)] corresponds to case 1B. Even
though the domains are truncated for some cases, EA and EB will be
used to make fair comparisons among all the cases. The cost
functional declines to EA � 2.14 × 10−7, as seen in Fig. 5, which is
similar to the optimization performed by Foures et al. [15]. Excellent
agreement is obtained between the data-assimilated mean velocity
profile for case 1A/1B and the DNS as seen in Figs. 6a–6c. Cost
functional A is also plotted in Fig. 5 for case 1B, and it is noticeably
slower because it is also trying to assimilate pressure measurements.
Case 1B is able to reconstruct the mean pressure and its cost

functional, which includes the mean pressure discrepancies, declines
to EB � 3.77 × 10−7. Figures 6d–6f compare the mean pressures for
case 1A, case 1B, and the DNS. As expected, case 1B is almost an
identical match with the DNS because it is given the mean pressure
information in the whole domain. Case 1A, on the other hand, does
well in most regions of the flow, with the exception of the wake
behind the recirculation zone from 2 ≤ x ≤ 4. It is encouraging that it
does this well without any knowledge of the mean pressure field.
Figure 6 also presents the x and y components of the mean forcing

f in Figs. 6g–6i and 6j–6l, respectively. Case 1B exactly reconstructs
both components of the mean forcing, as it should, because the
adjoint velocity field is not constrained to be divergence free. Case
1A, on the other hand, is limited to capturing only the solenoidal
component of the mean forcing. The agreement between fx for case
1A in Fig. 6g and case 1B in Fig. 6h, nevertheless, is remarkably
good; although, there are small differences between them, such as the
location along the centerline of the peak mean forcing and the small
lobe of negative mean forcing immediately behind the cylinder,
which does not appear in case 1A. Notably, fy is virtually zero

everywhere for case 1A, as seen in Fig. 6j when compared to case 1B

in Fig. 6k.

B. Implications for Experimental Data

The full domain results suggest that the irrotational component of

the forcing for this two-dimensional (2-D) flow is primarily in the y
direction, whereas the solenoidal component is primarily in x. Such
an observation can be explained by considering a simple case:

parallel viscous flow in a channel where u � u�y�. Due to

homogeneity in the x and z directions and no slip at the wall, the

RANS equations become the following:

∂xp − Re−1∂yyu � −∂yu 0v 0 (30a)

∂yp � −∂yv 0v 0 (30b)

The mean forcing, therefore, is

f �
0
@ fx
fy
fz

1
A �

0
@−∂yu 0v 0

−∂yv 0v 0

0

1
A (31)

Fig. 4 2-D DNS results for Re � 150: a) u, b) p, c) fx, and d) fy.

Fig. 5 Cost functionalE 0
A�u�∕Ei

A plotted for various cases.Only the first
1000 iterations have been shown for clarity.
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The divergence of f � ∇ξ� f s eliminates f s and can be equated to
the divergence of Eq. (30):

∂yyξ � −∂yyv 0v 0 (32)

Integrating Eq. (32) with respect to y results in

∇ξ � −∂yv 0v 0 � fy (33)

because y is the only nonhomogeneous direction in the flow and
∂yv 0v 0 is zero at the walls. Thus, for a parallel viscous flow,∇ξ � fy
and f s � fx.
The mean flow around the cylinder is not parallel, although the

transverse velocity component is outweighed by the streamwise
component in most regions of the flow. The only portions of the flow
where this is not true are the front half of the cylinder, where the fluid
is diverted around the body, and the wake immediately behind the
cylinder,where there is amismatch infx between cases 1A and 1B. In
general, as long as the flow is weakly nonparallel, fx is accurately
captured by the data-assimilation algorithm using velocity-only
measurements. In experimental settings where the mean pressure is
not measured, one could compare fx computed from the experiment
with its data-assimilation counterpart and expect a reasonable match,
assuming the flow is weakly nonparallel; e.g., Ref. [7]. It would not
be necessary to compare the curl of the forcing (i.e., ∇ × f), as was
done bySymon et al. [16],which requires computing twogradients of
the Reynolds stress fields in order to assess the degree of success of
the assimilation.

C. Stabilizing Feedback

The data-assimilation algorithm can be interpreted as a controller
that determines the feedback, in this case, f , which stabilizes the
mean profile. A linear stability analysis of the base flow reveals a pair
of unstable eigenvalues where λ � 0.118	 0.749i for Re � 100. A
stability analysis of the mean profile is performed over various
iterations of the optimization procedure for case 1A. The real and
imaginary components of the least stable eigenvalue are plotted in
Fig. 7. Iteration 0.1 corresponds to the eigenvalue of the base flow, or

the case where f � 0. As the number of iterations increases, the
growth rate declines until it reaches zero; whereas the imaginary part
increases until it reaches the frequency of the saturated vortex
shedding. These results are reminiscent of Mantič-Lugo et al. [20],
who constructed a self-consistent model of the mean cylinder wake
by adjusting the amplitude of the vortex shedding mode until the
mean profile was marginally stable. They modeled f using
2Real� ~u1 ⋅ ∇ ~u�1�, where ~u1 is the vortex shedding mode. In this
approach, we do not assume that f arises due to a single frequency,
but the validity of approximating it from a single mode can be useful,
as will be discussed in Sec. VI.
As an additional measure of whether the reconstructed mean

velocity field is accurate, the least stable eigenvalue λ is reported in
Table 1. A poorly data-assimilated field does not identify the correct
value of λ � 0� 1.02i. For the cases discussed in this section, λ is
very accurately predicted, which is to be expected because the
algorithm has knowledge of the velocity everywhere in the domain.
The objectives of the next section are to understand how the scaling of

Fig. 6 Top to bottom: u, p, fx, and fy for cases 1A (left column), 1B (center column), and DNS (right column).

Fig. 7 Assimilated flow’s least stable eigenvalue λ at various iterations.
Iteration 10−1 corresponds to the initial eigenvalue, or iteration zero.
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the mean profile is related to the frequency of the amplified coherent
structures and to exploit features of the flow physics to provide
rationale for the truncation of measurements.

V. Resolvent Analysis and Scaling Behavior

A. Scaling of the Resolvent Norm and Mean Profile

For this flow andReynolds number range, the characteristics of the
resolvent itself give insight into the underlying scaling of the mean
profile and most amplified modes. It was noted in Sec. II that the
resolvent norm peaks at the temporal frequency corresponding to the
imaginary part of the least stable eigenvalue. As noted in Ref. [39],
when the real part of the eigenvalue approaches the imaginary axis,
the resolvent operator becomes singular, hence a large peak in the
resolvent norm. For the mean wake around a circular cylinder,
the peak occurs at the shedding frequencyωs as seen in Fig. 8a, where
the leading singular values for several Reynolds numbers have been
plotted. The location of the peak in the resolvent norm collapses in
Fig. 8bwhen the frequency axis is scaled byωs. A scaling for the peak
resolvent norm as a function of the Reynolds number could not be
determined because the real part of the eigenvalue is nearly zero;

consequently, the resolvent norm is sensitive to the spatial resolution
and temporal convergence of the mean flow.
By consideration of the mean profile, it can be shown that u�x;y�

scales with St � ωsD∕U∞ at the recirculation point xr, or the
streamwise location where the mean flow along the centerline
switches direction from negative to positive, implying u�x � xr;
y � 0� � 0. In this study, lm is the recirculation length and is defined
as the distance from the edge of the cylinder to the recirculation point
(see schematic in Fig. 9). The mean streamwise velocity profiles for
the Reynolds numbers considered earlier are plotted in Figs. 10a and
10b and collapse almost perfectly when y is scaled by the Strouhal
number St. The mean profiles for a square cylinder and the three-
dimensional cylinderwakewere also studied to seewhether or not the
same scaling applied. The results are plotted in Figs. 11a and 11b and
follow the same trends as the two-dimensional cylinderwake. Similar
scaling of the location of the peak resolvent norm is observed for
these flows as for the two-dimensional circular cylinder wake in
Fig. 8, underscoring the importance of the similarity characteristics of
the mean flow.

B. Scaling of the Dominant Resolvent Modes

The signature of ωs can also be observed in the optimal resolvent
forcing and response modes. The scaling of the former is simpler and
is addressed first. The amplitude of the forcing modes along the
centerline of the domain for Re � 60 and Re � 180 is plotted in
Fig. 12a. The spatial support is limited to upstream of the cylinder as
well as the region immediately behind it. A convection velocity can
be computed using Uc � δωs∕2π, where δ is the spatial wavelength
of the forcing mode in Fig. 12a sufficiently upstream of the cylinder,
where it is constant; i.e., it does not depend on x. For Re � 60,
δ � 7.44 andωs � 0.844, yielding a convection velocity ofUc � 1.
In fact, the convection velocity for all Reynolds numbers is equal to

a) b)
Fig. 8 First singular value σ1 (black) and second singular value σ2 (gray): a) plotted versus ω, and b) ω normalized by ωs.

Fig. 9 Schematic of the cylinder recirculation bubble.

a) b)

Fig. 11 Rescaled mean profiles u�y� at the recirculation point for the a) square cylinder and b) three-dimensional cylinder wake.

a) b)
Fig. 10 Mean profiles u�y� at the recirculation point x � xr. The y axis is rescaled by the Strouhal number St in Fig. 10b.
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unity for the forcing mode sufficiently upstream of the cylinder, and
this is compatible with the fact that u�x;y � 0� � 1 in this region.
Consequently, an adjoint perturbation is transported at a convection
velocity equal to the localmeanvelocity. The forcingmodes along the

centerline, where the mean velocity is unity upstream of the cylinder,
collapse when scaled by the Strouhal number St in the streamwise
direction, as seen in Fig. 12b.
The analogous response modes for Re � 60 and Re � 180 are

plotted in Fig. 12c. Even though they scale with the Strouhal number
St in Fig. 12d for a couple of periods, the profiles diverge further
downstream. This can be attributed to the fact thatUc is not constant
behind the cylinder (see Fig. 13a). As observed by Thompson et al.
[40], the vortex street transitions from spaced-out vortices to a
bunched-up street with more diffused vortices at a streamwise
location of approximately x � 10. Uc is also calculated by tracking

the local minima and maxima of the fluctuating v field in the DNS
snapshots. The minima correspond to the edges of the vortices, and
these results match the values obtained using the mode shape. It can
be concluded that the most amplified global resolvent mode contains
almost all of the dynamics of the flow.

C. Recirculation and the Wave Maker

Figure 13a shows that Uc increases behind the cylinder before it

either reaches a constant value in the low-Reynolds-number cases or
attains a maximum before decreasing in the high-Reynolds-number
cases. This implies that the vortices are accelerating after forming
behind the cylinder. It also signifies that the wavelength of the
resolvent response mode is constantly increasing as a function of
streamwise distance. The initial wavelength is proportional to the
recirculation length (see figure 11 of Ref. [41]) or the size of the
vortex immediately before it is shed from the cylinder. Because there

are two vortices of opposite signs per wavelength of the response
mode, the initial wavelength is thus 2lm. The convection velocity at
the recirculation point is consequently Reynolds-number dependent
and is proportional to lmωs.

To achieve the convection velocity at xr, the vortex needs to

accelerate over a distance lm from an initial speed of zero. Assuming

the acceleration a is constant, which is a reasonable assumption

because the slope of Uc in Fig. 13a [42] is also approximately

constant at the beginning of the vortices’ trajectory, simple

kinematics can be used to determine acceleration, beginning with the

following:

Uc � Ui � aΔt (34)

where Ui is the initial velocity of the vortex and is set to zero.

Equation (34) can be integrated to recover the displacement of the

vortex, which is necessary for the next one to form, i.e., lm:

lm � 1

2
aΔt2 (35)

Δt can be eliminated from both equations to recover an equation for

the final convection velocity Uc in terms of lm:

U2
c � 2alm (36)

The final value of Uc is proportional to 2lmωs because this is the

wavelength of the resolvent response mode at xr, and so acceleration
scales in the following manner:

a ∼ ω2
s lm (37)

Thevalue of the acceleration in Eq. (37) is the acceleration rescaled

such that it is independent of the Reynolds number. The time scale

associated with the vortices is ωs, whereas the length scale is δ.
Ignoring the fact that smaller vortices eventually slow down due to

the decay of the von Kármán vortex street, the convection velocity is

constant across Reynolds numbers sufficiently downstream of

the cylinder. The length scale associated with the acceleration, on the

a) b)

c) d)
Fig. 12 Representations of a) ϕ̂1�ωs� and c) ψ̂1�ωs� along the centerline y � 0. The modes are rescaled by the Strouhal number St in Figs. 12b and 12d.

a) b)
Fig. 13 Representations of a) Uc of the vortices, which agree with Williamson [42]; and b) the relationship between lm and ωs.
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other hand, is lm (or δ immediately behind the cylinder), whereas
the time scale isωs because there are no other time scales in the flow.
Themaximum convectionvelocity given by δωs is constant across all
Reynolds numbers, whereas the acceleration lmω

2
s is also constant.

Consequently, there is a relationship between a mean quantity lm and
a frequency of fluctuation ωs. The respective values for lm, ωs, and
lmω

2
s are plotted in Fig. 13a to show lmω

2
s is constant across Reynolds

numbers.
The fact that lm is directly related to the frequency of the unsteady

fluctuations supports the notion that thewavemakerW, which can be
approximated by

W�x0� ≈ jψ̂1�x0;ωs�kϕ̂1�x0;ωs�j (38)

(where j�⋅�j denotes the magnitude) represents the region of
instability in the flow (e.g., Giannetti and Luchini [43]). The wave
maker is calculated using the resolvent singular vectors, which are
identical to the eigenvectors of the LNS at the shedding frequency,
because it is a resonant amplification mechanism [24]. In the present
case, the length of thewavemaker is equal to the recirculation bubble
length lm. A physical analogy can be noted between the bluff body
flows and the simple pendulum. When visualizing contours of the
streamwise velocity, there is a region of fluid (the length of which is
approximately lm) with low streamwise velocity directly behind the
cylinder, swinging up and down at a frequency of ωs. This is similar
to a simple pendulum for which the radial frequency Ω depends
solely on its length L (i.e., Ω � ���������

g∕L
p

). Because g is a constant
representing acceleration due to gravity, it can be shown that LΩ2 is
constant, which is analogous to lmω

2
s for the cylinder flow.

D. Vortex Shedding and Nonlinear Forcing

We now consider how the vortex shedding is sustained by
computing the Fourier transform of the nonlinear term u ⋅ ∇u at ωs,
which is plotted in Fig. 14b alongside the optimal forcing mode in
Fig. 14a. We know that this term is small because u is predominately
at ωs; therefore, u ⋅ ∇u is predominately at zero and 2ωs. The
separation of singular values for this flow is significant (σ1 ≫ σ2),
and so the projection of the nonlinear forcing at ωs onto the first
forcingmode only is considered. It should be noted that the projection
of f̂�ωs� onto suboptimal modes is roughly equal to the first mode,
and so the singular values result in the response being nearly
proportional to ψ̂1. It is possible to visualize this projection in
Fig. 14c and note that it occurs at the edge of the recirculation bubble.
The overlap location is consistent across Reynolds numbers and
reinforces the notion that the edge of the recirculation bubble
coincides with the streamwise station of marginal absolute instability
[44]. The wave-maker portion ahead of the overlap is the heart of the
instability, and the rest of the flow convectively amplifies the
perturbation (see Refs. [45,46]).

VI. Minimum Number of Measurements for Complete
Reconstruction

We may now capitalize on the physics and scaling from the
previous section to identify where to measure the flow. The
dynamicallymost significant region is arguably the downstream edge

of the wave maker, where the mean profile scales with the shedding
frequency and the resolvent forcingmode overlapswith the nonlinear
forcing. Some of the cases intentionally include or omit this region.
Cases 2A and 2B are the minimum domain sizes (x ∈ �−2;6� ∪
y ∈ �−2;2�), where the artificial truncation of the experimental
domain has a minimal impact on the reconstructed forcing. The cost
functional for case 2A declines to 3.29% of the original value of cost
functional A (recall that this is the same cost functional used for case
1A), whereas case 2B declines to 4.54% of the original value of cost
functional B. Figures 15a–15c contain fx for case 2A, fx for case 2B,
and fy for case 2B, respectively. It does not include fy for case 2A
because it cannot be recovered from velocity-onlymeasurements. All
of the forcings match well with their full domain counterparts in
Fig. 6. As such, they can be considered near the truth, against which
the other cases can be compared.

A. Capturing the Wave Maker

Cases 3A and 3B include the wave-maker region (x ∈ �−1;3� ∪
y ∈ �−2;2�) but omit a portion of the flow where the pressure
discrepancy between the base and mean flows is greatest. The data-
assimilated velocity is close to the truemean for both cases 3A and 3B
because cost functional A reaches 5.05% of its initial value. The
pressure reconstruction is somewhat impacted as it declines to
6.56%. The truncation of the domain has a clear impact on the
reconstructed forcings, which are plotted in Figs. 15d–15f. For case
3A, fx agrees closely with the truth, despite truncating the domain
behind x � 3. For case 3B, the effect of measuring only up until
x � 3 has a greater effect because themaximum fx is concentrated at
x > 3 instead of x � 2.75. One can identify wheremeasurements are
available simply by looking at the spatial support of fy, although the
overall shape is in slightly better agreement with its DNS counterpart
than fx.
Cases 4A and 4B, where the domain is limited to

x ∈ �−1;2� ∪ y ∈ �−2;2�, are considerably worse because they do
not capture the downstream edge of the wave maker. Cost functional
A reaches 9.73% andB reaches 10.6%: values that are approximately
a factor of two higher than the other cases. Moreover, the least stable
eigenvalue predicted from a stability analysis is further from the truth
than all the other cases (the real part is an order of magnitude higher),
which do consider the entire wave-maker region. The problems
associated with truncating the domain manifest themselves even
more dramatically when plotting the forcing for these two cases as
seen in Figs. 15g–15i. The spatial support of fx and fy is squeezed
into a small region immediately behind the cylinder. To compensate,
the algorithm overestimates the forcing amplitudes near the
downstream edge of the measurement zone.

B. Nonlinear Forcing and Maximum Pressure Discrepancy

Limiting the domain to the region where the nonlinear forcing and
optimal forcing modes overlap in cases 5A and 5B
(x ∈ �1;3� ∪ y ∈ �−2;2�) is shown to be sufficient for reconstruction
of the mean flow. Assimilation of the mean velocity is quite
successful (the cost functional declines to 5.3%), but the mean
pressure is less so (6.9%). Indeed, Figs. 15j–15l highlight how fx is
better reconstructed than fy for this domain. Cases 6A and 6B limit
the domain to where the initial pressure discrepancy p0 − p is

Fig. 14 Representations of a) ϕ̂1�ωs�, b) f̂�ωs�, and c) the magnitude of their overlap jϕ̂1�ωs�jjf̂�ωs�j for Re � 100.
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greatest (x ∈ �2;4� ∪ y ∈ �−2;2�), and this yields improved pressure

reconstruction (6.4%). The quality of the forcing, which is plotted in

Figs. 15m–15o, is better for fy than it is for fx; but, there is a

qualitative improvement for both when compared to cases 5A and

5B. Measurement domains confined to the region upstream of the

cylinder or in the far wake, which perform considerably worse than

the cases considered here (see Ref. [15]), are not discussed in

this paper.

It can be concluded that mean velocity measurements are most

important at the edge of thewave maker, where the nonlinear forcing

and resolvent forcingmode overlap. Additionally, as demonstrated in

Ref. [27], a local stability analysis of themeanwake at the edge of the

recirculation bubble predicts the frequency of the vortex shedding,

signifying that it is essential for the data-assimilation algorithm to

reproduce the profile at this particular streamwise location. Themean

pressure, on the other hand, is most successfully recovered by

obtaining pressuremeasurements where the discrepancy between the

initial guess and the truemeanvelocity is greatest (x ∈ �2;4�). There is
no pressure equivalent to particle image velocimetry (PIV), which

makes it difficult to obtain pressure measurements in the wake. An

alternative method for reconstructing the mean pressure field using

the data-assimilated mean velocity field and resolvent analysis is

presented in Sec. VI.D.

C. Point Weighting to Speed up the Algorithm

Thus far, domain truncation has been performed according to the

physics revealed by resolvent analysis, but with all points in that

domain given equal weight, and therefore importance. We now

investigate whether weighting the points based on the physical and

modeling insights of the previous sections can improve the efficiency

of the procedure. The effect of weighting the measurements with

weight ζ such that E 0
A�u� � 1∕2kζ�m −M�u;p��k2M in threeways is

considered. In case 7, the points areweighted by thevalue of thewave

maker computed from the DNSmean. In case 8, they areweighted by

the modulus of the most amplified resolvent response mode

computed from the DNS mean. Because the domain on which

experimental measurements is known may not be large enough to

compute global resolvent modes, case 9 considers the wave maker

computed from the assimilated flow at each iteration of the

optimization (it is referred to as “iterative” in Table 1). The wave

maker for the zeroth iteration, for example, is computed from the

leading resolvent modes of the base flow. As the recirculation region

shrinks during the data-assimilation procedure, the wave maker also

shrinks.
The functional E 0

A�u� is plotted as a function of iteration for cases
1A, 1B, and 7–9 in Fig. 5. Although weighting the points is slightly

beneficial in terms of the speed at which the assimilated field

Fig. 15 fx (left) usingvelocity-onlymeasurements,fx (center) usingvelocity andpressure, andfy (right column)usingvelocity andpressure for cases 2–6
(top to bottom). Green boxes indicate the domain where measurements are available.
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converges to the mean, there is no benefit in terms of the overall
quality of the assimilation. Case 8 is arguably the best in terms of
speed, which is reasonable because the Reynolds stresses can be
approximated from the resolvent response modes. It can be
concluded that the domain where experimental measurements is
obtained is farmore important than howpoints areweighted, which is
encouraging because it is not necessary to redo the procedure once
the weights are determined from the resolvent analysis of the data-
assimilated mean.

D. Pressure Reconstruction

Because the global resolvent mode corresponding toωs dominates
the flow, the right-hand side of Eq. (26) can be approximated as the
correctly weighted triadic interaction of ψ̂1�ωs� with its conjugate
counterpart ψ̂1�−ωs�:

∇2ξ ≈ −∇ ⋅ �2Real�χ1�ωs�ψ̂1�ωs� ⋅ χ1�−ωs�∇ψ̂1�−ωs�� (39)

The amplitude χ1�ωs� of the resolvent response mode is calibrated
using knowledge of the fluctuating velocity field at a single point in
the flow (e.g., Gómez et al. [1]). In this study, �v�t� is measured at the
point of x � �2;0� to determine χ1�ωs�. Solving for ξ results in a
pressure field that “corrects” the mean pressure computed from
velocity-only data-assimilation. Reconstructing the unsteady
pressure field can be accomplished from resolvent analysis by
retaining the pressure term in the operator (e.g., Refs. [2,47]).
The approximated pressure discrepancy computed from solving

Eq. (39) is compared with the discrepancy between cases 1A and 1B
in Fig. 16. The agreement is surprisingly good, although the resolvent
mode prediction is slightly narrower in the y direction. Another
difference is that the resolvent prediction does not correct the mean
pressure near the surface of the cylinder, and so it would not improve
the mean pressure estimate of case 1A. Despite the success of this
approach, the use of a single mode and frequency is unlikely to work
as well for higher Reynolds numbers becauseMantič-Lugo et al. [20]
could not stabilize the cylinder wake using a single mode for
Re > 110. Given the success of rank-1 models at predicting the
spectra at various locations in the flow (e.g., Ref. [3]), it is possible to
obtain an estimate of the Reynolds stresses that can be comparedwith
the rotational forcing from velocity-only measurements. Regions of
the flowwhere there is a difference between these two indicatewhere
the mean pressure from the data-assimilation deviates from the true
mean pressure.

VII. Conclusions

The objective of this paper is to combine data-assimilation and
resolvent analysis to reconstruct flows using as fewmeasurements as
possible. The procedure originally devised by Gómez et al. [1] and
Beneddine et al. [3] is updated in Fig. 1 such that the mean profile
obtained from undersampled experimental or simulation data can be
recovered on a larger, more resolved mesh using data-assimilation.
The improved mean velocity profile is the input to the resolvent
analysis, and the calibrated resolvent modes are used to solve for
mean pressure without directly measuring it. The advantage of this
method is that it avoids having to compute gradients of Reynolds

stresses that amplify underlying noise in the experiment. It was also
shown that both the scaling arguments and resolvent analysis can be
used to guide the selection of measurement points. Even though the
flows considered here are either periodic or quasi periodic, the
procedure is capable of recovering the organized structures from
experimental data at higher Reynolds numbers using a rank-1 model.
This has been demonstrated for simulation data from turbulent flows
in Ref. [3]. The spatially uncorrelated fluctuations, on the other hand,
cannot be recovered [4].
Data-assimilation is performed for themean flow around a circular

cylinder at Re � 100. The measurements, which are an input to the
algorithm, arevaried by including or omitting pressure, truncating the
domain where theywere known, andweighting regions to emphasize
important flow physics. It is concluded that the minimum
measurements needed for successful reconstruction of an unsteady
flow are mean velocity measurements in the domain where the
Reynolds stresses are concentrated, as well as knowledge of the
fluctuations at a single point to calibrate resolvent modes (more
information might be available if the flow were Fourier transformed
in space; e.g., Ref. [1]). Resolvent analysis identifies one dominant
structure that is highly amplified at the shedding frequency even
when the unsteady flow is three-dimensional. A Strouhal number
based on the shedding frequency can collapse the profile of σ1 as a
function of ω and the mean profile at the recirculation point. The
shedding frequency also manifests itself in the resolvent modes and
the convection velocities of the shed vortices.
Immediately behind the cylinder, the wavelength of the resolvent

response modes is proportional to the recirculation length. As they
form behind the cylinder, the vortices accelerate in this region before
they obtain their maximum convection velocity further downstream.
The convection velocities of the vortices are thus shown to scale with
the shedding frequency ωs and the wavelength δ; whereas the
acceleration scales with ω2

s and the recirculation length lm,
establishing a link between ωs, the timescale of the fluctuations, and
lm, which is a statistical length. The optimal forcing mode overlaps
with the nonlinear forcing at the recirculation point, which sustains
the vortex shedding. The edge of the wave maker, therefore, is the
most crucial region of the flow to obtain measurements for data-
assimilation. When the measurement domain does not include this
area, the algorithm performs significantly worse and the
reconstructed solenoidal forcing cannot be accurately captured. For
a generic flow, the domain needs to capture the Reynolds stress
gradients. Because the amplified resolvent modes interacting with
their complex conjugates form Reynolds stresses, a resolvent
analysis of a very crude mean profile (e.g., interpolating the
experimental mean onto a mesh or a Reynolds-averaged Navier–
Stokes solution) could identify amplification mechanisms and their
spatial support to guide the final particle image velocimetry domain.
Weighting measurement points lead to a slightly faster rate of
convergence but no meaningful improvement in the final result.
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